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Skyrim aela the huntress missing

ALL POSTSAela is gone and I can not make her appear again, I am doing a false quest for a companion and she gave me one to clear the wolf out of some factory. I did and I came back to Joraaskr and she had nowhere to be found. I'm aware of how to fix this, but the solution is only available on PCs and I'm playing on PS3 (edited by Enderstorm) Aela The
Huntress (Skyrim)1 This happened to me. Try making another quest that doesn't involve a companion, and then back to it, sometimes she appears again. It may not be a companion error to be coded out sometimes with the understanding that they went out to work (edited by Frozenhero1), that is, thank you very much (edited by fandom user)I am doing a
quest where you have to give aela her shield, I made and frozen games, and I have to turn off my Xbox and come back and I have to repeat the quest and I came back to the point where I found her and she did not find it, and I have waited 2 months in the game (edited by fandom users)0I found Ela in Underforge before, even if I assume you checked that the
companion sometimes disappeared, even if it finally disappeared, even if it sounded like she had. Try making quests from one of the other companion leaders. I heard that that can bring back a companion (editing by Ottoman Holden). Missing? So I finished the quest, the companion got married with aela, told her to move to my house (Falkreth Hartfire One)
and used her as a follower, and then suddenly she disappeared (she wasn't on my map, I used a false quest. Talk to a companion leader for the quest to try to find her). After about 3 days in real life, she appeared at Jorvaskrr, and now I am using her as a follower again. But you're not married to me. Any ideas how to remarrie? There are many other ways to
make money in Skyrim, accept prize money from Jarl and claim them like 1,000 septims, it will take 10 days in the game for Aela to give you 1,0000ims (edit by Purrington), delete the whole game download again. She came back to me, but nowhere at Jorvaskr's front door may spawn somewhere else by one of the two places she is or alive to you (edited by
fandom users) I need help after the mission, Aela's money hand is gone and I can't find her please help! (edited by fandom user) according to UESP, if Aela is your wife as you try to claim Whiterun for Stormcloaks, she may be gone. This is what happened to me. I tried using the console to bring her to me and use it. But if I told her to come with me, she ran
back to Jorrvaskr immediately and stayed there, and if I told her it was time to be part of the way. Is there anything I can do? This Forum &gt; Skyrim &gt; Skyrim &gt;Discussion on 'Skyrim Help' started by PinkiePi3, 18 April 2012 Forum &gt; Skyrim &gt; Skyrim Help &gt; Note: Used to report ad spam and issues (harassment, struggle or vulgarity),
FlagViewAela history is a member of the Companions Association and is a werewolf. She is usually found in Whiterun inside Jorrvaskr during daylight hours. Ela can recruit as a follower once you've completed a companion quest. She is a valuable asset for your adventure party, since she is also an expert trainer in Archery, she focuses on archery, secretly
speaking one hand and light armor. Ella is still open to marriage. Hey guys, I'm doing a companion quest and staying with Ela to go and kill the leader of the money hand and lose her somewhere during jaunt through the lost hidden knife. Is there anyone else going on? Unfortunately, I did it quickly before I knew she wasn't there, so I couldn't bring her back. I
don't think she's I ran forward two backs and she wasn't there. Does anyone else have this experience? Is there a fix? Thank you! Thank you!
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